The upper limit pH in the dye-binding method for the determination of serum protein via measurements of the absorbance increase produced by protein error.
In the dye-binding method for determining the albumin concentration, the absorbance increase due to the change of the color shade by protein error of a pH indicator can be measured by a spectrophotometer. This absorbance increase is observed only in a restricted pH region, but this pH region is not theoretically studied yet. Thus, the author investigated the upper limit pH (pHUL) at which the absorbance increase occurs by the theoretical calculation, and compared these results with those obtained experimentally using four pH indicators. The pHUL is not affected by the dye or protein concentrations, or by the formation constant of the dye-protein complex; but the value changes according to the acid-dissociation constant of the dye (KD) and the ratio of the molar absorptivities of the proton-dissociated dye anion (epsilonD) and the dye-protein complex (epsilonPD). The pHUL value can be calculated by the equation, found theoretically. The calculated pHUL values of BPB, BCG, BCP and BTB were 5.1, 4.8, 6.2 and 5.5, respectively. These values correlated with the experimental results of 4.5 for BPB, 4.7 for BCG, 5.9 for BCP and 5.2 for BTB, but were not associated with the pKD values of each dye. The pHUL of these dyes did not change significantly for various dye and protein concentrations, as was expected from the thoretical calculation.